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When Belgian brand Titto hired Sandra Buyck as its designer, they knew that Titto 

would benefit from a breath of fresh air, a new daring creativity and constantly 

evolving inspiration. While Sandra always stays true to Titto’s DNA, from the 

collections to the brand’s photography, she also dares to push the limits and goes 

through the same evolutional process as the Titto woman. 

Last Autumn/Winter 2019, the focus was placed on Titto’s love for natural 

materials, and its use of natural and semiprecious stones. This season, this love for 

qualitative, natural elements remains a strong focal point within the collections but 

is further enhanced by the endless plays on colours and mixes of different natural 

materials. The additions of freshwater pearls and natural preserved flowers are the 

biggest and most noticeable addition to make this vision come to life for Spring/

Summer 2020.

Each Spring/Summer 2020 theme embraces this exploration of color, nature and 

variety. From ‘Modern Prairie’ to ‘Aurora Borealis’, ‘Peach Sorbet’ and ‘Midnight 

tropics’, they all transport you to an colourful summer setting with endless 

possibilities of elements and combinations. As always, Titto stays true to its DNA 

by giving you a variety of necklaces, bracelets, earrings and scarves within each 

theme that can be mixed in and outside of the set colour palettes and moods.

Alongside the Titto woman, Sandra keeps exploring different possibilities. They 

challenge each other. Our goal is to inspire you with each new collection, as you 

inspire us with each way you style our pieces. 
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If you’re looking for a true visionary chameleon, Sandra Buyck is your 

woman. The young and new designer at De Spiegelaere has a strong set 

of ideas and the passion to realise them. Starting out as a photography 

student, Sandra soon noticed that fashion would always find its way 

through her work. “I constantly found myself creating details and small 

accessories to make my portraits stronger, to add a sense of fashion 

to them,” she explains. “I decided that I wanted to be able to make 

these things professionally and enrolled to become a goldsmith. I’m 

a firm believer in the power of combining multiple talents. They make 

each other stronger. I’m able to combine my vision as a photographer 

to that of me as a jewellery designer. An incredible advantage if I may 

say so myself (laughs).” 

After her studies Sandra moved to London to work for accessories label Michelle Lowe-Holder. There she finally 

had the chance to combine all her different assets in order to create conceptualised collections and imagery. 

After London, the travel bug in Sandra had awoken and she set out to China, to showcase her photography and 

jewellery work. There a whole new world, filled with inspiration and materials, opened up to her and her own label, 

Inzane Jewellery. It’s China that ultimately forged the link between this young designer and Titto. “Titto selects all 

their raw materials in China, from fabrics to freshwater pearls and semi-precious stones. Everything is found there,” 

Sandra says enthusiastically. “That’s also the power of Titto. Searching for the best stones. Real stones. No plastic 

materials. And still keeping everything affordable. It’s extremely rewarding to work for a collection that takes such 

pride in the materials they use.” 

Staying true to the brand’s craft, history and DNA, Sandra found a way to inject a bit of herself in her first collection. 

“I wanted to add some punch. A bit of drama,” Sandra laughs. “Today’s women are fierce, they’ve got balls and 

attitude. And the collection needs to represent that. When I’m designing, I take everything into account: the 

trend forecasts, our diverse customers, my own aesthetic and feel for what I find lacking in today’s offer. All those 

elements are then combined with inspiration coming from art and music to travels.” The new vibe can be felt 

strongly throughout the entire collection and yet you never have the feeling of dealing with a new brand. Sandra 

managed to add a fresher feel, a younger vibe to Titto, but stayed true to classics and timeless style. After all, that’s 

the ultimate goal for all jewellery: “Stylish pieces that are unique but can stand the test of time.”

Titto has always been about colour, but this Spring/Summer 2020 

those colours truly come to life. Designer Sandra Buyck imagined 

new colour combinations and variations by drawing inspiration from 

her travels, memories, feelings that are connected to summer and 

the available natural materials. Each hue is selected to give you that 

joyful summer feeling that we all crave year-round. 

The Titto woman will feel that Sandra drew inspiration from different 

summer settings and situations throughout the collections. On 

the one hand, it becomes clear through the season’s key colours 

emerald, lilac, peach and caramel, but it also shows within the 

natural choices of materials that all radiate that summer spirit in their 

own way. Semiprecious stones, natural stones, freshwater pearls, 

gorgeous delicate preserved flowers, colourful resin and agate… 

Each item champions its uniqueness on its own and within the 

different possible combinations. 

SANDRA

TITTO
Each material and colour also finds its way into a Spring/Summer 

2020 theme. Where ‘Modern prairie’ embraces the soft, tonal 

shades of the earth and plays with material mixes, and detachable 

fabric flowers. In ‘Peach sorbet’ pink, red and orange hues come 

to life in sweet, delicate ways. ‘Midnight tropics’ transports you to 

a deserted island, filled with sunset hues, freshwater pearls and 

shimmering natural stones that reflect the light. And the magic truly 

comes to life in different tones of blue, green and metallic within 

‘Aurora borealis’. 

Each Spring/Summer 2020 theme takes inspiration from a different 

vibe or situation, but can be combined endlessly with other themes 

and colour palettes. Let your imagination run wild and go for a 

‘Peach borealis’ or a ‘Tropic prairie’. If you ask us, even the sky is 

not the limit. 
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This Spring/Summer 2020, Titto’s necklaces are bolder and 

braver than ever before. With the entire season focusing on 

colour and colour mixes, it’s the addition of sparkling freshwater 

pearls that bring this idea to life. Aside from these delicate 

pearls, semiprecious stones, pendants and mixed materials keep 

showcasing their strengths within necklaces of different lengths 

and styles.

Long necklaces with removable pendants and fabric flowers, 

remain a strong statement piece, but are accompanied by 

shorter necklaces in mat metallic with colourful semiprecious 

stones. Last but not least, the integration of real, natural flowers 

that are preserved within their beauty give you a wide variety of 

choices and possibilities. Personalize them according to your 

mood and outfit, remove or add pendants, keep it simple or layer 

them on top of each other. We know you will make these your 

own.

15

NECKLACES
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rose gold silvergold
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short metallic necklace

ACLE € 29



18

rose gold silvergold



19

short metallic necklace with metallic pendant

ALFORD € 29



20

gold silver



21

long metallic necklace with pendant with beads

ALTON € 29



22

cream pink

purple green

grey



23

long metallic necklace with natural stone pendant

ARUNDEL € 29



24

white orangeyellow

pink mintpurple



25

short metallic necklace with flower in resin pendant

ASHFORD € 29



26

gold gun metalsilver



27

 long metallic necklace with pendant pearl shell & metallic circle

AXBRIDGE € 35



28

rose gold gold

gun metalsilver



29

long metallic necklace with 2 teardrop pendants

BACUP € 35



30

white light pinksalmon

dark pink greyblue



31

short stone necklace

BALDOCK € 39



32

blue caramelemerald khaki

gold blacksilver



33

long faceted stone necklace with faceted stone flosh

BARKING € 39



34

off white redsalmon

blue greycaramel



35

short glitter textile necklace with multiple layers faceted stones

BATTLE € 39



36

orange salmon

pink blue

taupe



37

long double metallic necklace with resin circle pendant
& resin shape pendant

BELPER € 45



38

rose gold silvergold



39

long alloy necklace with alloy & jelly beads

BILSTON € 45



40

orange pink

blue aqua

brown



41

long metallic necklace with stone flower pendant

BLACKPOOL € 45



42

pink blue

greygold



43

long alloy necklace with resin links & alloy pendant

BRENTWOOD € 49



44

pink blue

blackgrey



45

long metallic necklace with pendant natural stone amulet, faceted 
stone ball & metallic flosh

BRIDPORT € 49



46

white pink

silvergold



47

long metallic necklace with pendant pearl shell & metallic bar

BRIGG € 59



48

rose gold silvergold



49

long necklace oval alloy & resin links & agathe

BUDE € 59



50

gold silver



51

BURFORD € 59

long metallic necklace oval chains & pearl shell with 
pearl shell pendant (+ clasp)



52

blue oilaqua

caramel silvergold



53

short necklace square faceted stones

BURY € 65



54

cream bluesalmon red

emerald blacksilver



55

long faceted stone necklace with pendant large resin links & natural 
faceted stone

BUXTON € 69



56

pink red

brownblue



57

long necklace 1/2 small faceted stones & 1/2 round pearls
& large resin links

CALNE € 69



58

white pearl

salmon taupe

brown



59

short pearl shell necklace

CAMBORNE € 69



60

cream redpink

blue blackbrown



61

long faceted stone necklace with pendant large resin & metallic links 
& removable flower

CANNOCK € 69



62

orange lilacpink

green greybrown



63

short necklace round natural stone & colored pearl shell

CASTLEFORD € 69



64

orange bluepink

lime greykhaki



65

short necklace rectangular natural stones

CHARD € 69



66

pink red

brownblue



67

long faceted stone necklace with large resin links & removable 
metallic flosh

CHESHUNT € 69



68

nude blue

emerald brown

grey



69

short necklace pearls & natural stones

CLEVEDON € 75



70

white pinksalmon

oil greybrown



71

long pearl shell necklace with knot & pearl shell flosh

CLUN € 85
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We’ve said it once, we’ve said it twice and for Spring/

Summer 2020 we’ll surely say it again: more is more. At 

Titto we don’t believe in playing it safe or keeping things 

minimal. Instead, we want you to have fun with endless 

combinations, stack bracelets according to your heart’s 

desire and feel like a kid in a candy shop with endless 

options and possibilities. 

Our love for mat bangles, semiprecious stones, freshwater 

pearls, resin, leather and mixed materials is visible within 

our bracelet collection as usual, but we also added some 

new surprises to keep you on your feet. Metallic bracelets 

with bangles that bring good luck if you believe so, 

magnetic closures to help you keep your independence 

during the morning rush and the addition of preserved 

flowers make way for new styling combinations and 

choices. The only question to ask yourself? How many 

bracelets actually fit around your wrist…

BRACELETS
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cream silvergold



75

leather bracelet with metallic cross

CORBY € 20



76

white brownnude



77

leather bracelet with 3 metallic ornaments

COTGRAVE € 25



78

white light pinksalmon

dark pink greyblue



79

stone bracelet

CROOK € 25



80

blue caramelemerald khaki

gold blacksilver



81

faceted stone bracelet

DARTFORD € 25



82

gold gun metalsilver



83

large bangle bicolore

DAWLEY € 25



84

light pink bluedark pink



85

5 layer bracelet + set of 3 small bracelets

DEAL € 25



86

rose gold silvergold



87

bangle with V-form

DENTON € 25



88

pink red

brownblue



89

faceted stone bracelet with 2 large resin links

DISS € 29



90

pink red

blackblue



91

pearl bracelet with 5 large resin links

EPPING € 29



92

off white redsalmon

blue greycaramel



93

bracelet glitter textile & faceted stones

EVESHAM € 29



94

brown greygold



95

leather bracelet with metallic square ornament

EYE € 29



96

cream bluesalmon red

emerald blacksilver



97

double faceted stone bracelet with large natural stone

FAIRFORD € 35



98

white pearl

salmon taupe

brown



99

pearl shell bracelet

FILTON € 35



100

rose gold silvergold



101

charm bracelet

FOWEY € 35



102

white pinksalmon

oil greybrown



103

set of 5 pearl shell bracelets

FROME € 45



104

orange lilacpink

green greybrown



105

bracelet round natural stones & colored pearl shell

GARSTANG € 45



106

orange bluepink

lime greykhaki



107

bracelet rectangular natural stones

GLOSSOP € 45



108

blue oilaqua

caramel silvergold



109

bracelet square faceted stones

GRANTHAM € 49



110

nude blue

emerald brown

grey



111

bracelet pearls & natural stones

HACKNEY € 49
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Where our bracelets stick to our more is more 

philosophy, Titto’s Spring/Summer 2020 earrings 

made a 360° spin. This season’s earrings get their 

strength from their delicate simplicity. Fresh preserved 

flowers dangle softly and match those midsummer 

night dreams, semiprecious stones are combined with 

equally colourful resin and natural stones for intricate 

pairings. Smaller earrings are added for that fine, subtle 

touch, but for those who like, the bigger statement 

pieces are still present. By keeping our earrings delicate 

and subtle, you are allowed to mix and match or keep 

things simple as is. Perfect for a splash of summertime 

chic without overpowering other elements and 

accessories within your outfit of choice!

EARRINGS



114

gold silver



115

metallic paint spatter

HATFIELD € 15



116

white turquoise

blackbrown



117

glass pearl with faceted stone pendant

HAXBY € 15



118

champagne turquoisesalmon



119

natural stone on ear

HEDON € 15



120

rose gold silvergold



121

musical note

HELSTON  € 15



122

gold silver



123

metallic knot

HESWALL € 15



124

red blackblue



125

faceted stone with metallic flower pendant

HEYWOOD € 15



126

ball flowercircle



127

pearl earring

HODDESDON € 19



128

white blackbrown



129

metallic stick with faceted stone pearl

IVYBRIDGE € 19



130

gold silver



131

metallic triangle form with pearl pendant

JARROW € 19



132

white greenpink



133

square

JAYWICK € 19



134

pink brownblue



135

resin diamond form with 4 drop forms

KEMPSTON € 19



136

white orangeyellow

pink mintpurple



137

transparant resin with flower

KESGRAVE € 25



138

ochre bluepink



139

resin flower

KNUTSFORD € 25



140

beige blackgreen



141

metallic stick with colored resin pendant

LEEK € 25



142

orange greygreen



143

stick with resin pendant

LOFTUS € 29



144

pink greenlilac



145

round faceted stone

LUDLOW € 29



146

white limepink



147

resin flower on ear

LUTON € 29



148

blue blackgreen



149

colored stone hanger

MAIDSTONE € 29



150

pink blue



151

trapezium form pendant

MALDON € 29



152

orange lilacpink

green greybrown



153

round faceted stone with round natural stone pendant

MARCH € 35



154

orange bluepink

lime greykhaki



155

metallic square with rectangular natural stone pendant

MORLEY € 35



156

gold gun metalsilver



157

metallic flower with colored pearl shell pendant

NAILSEA € 39



158

red blue

blackgreen



159

diamond faceted stone with oval faceted stone pendant

NESTON € 49



160

salmon red

brownblue



161

oval faceted stone with triangle faceted stone pendant

NEWHAVEN € 49



162

pink red

brownblue



163

oval faceted stone with large resin link

OLDHAM € 49
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SCARVES

Seasons may change, but scarves are always 

welcome. While you are looking for warm and thick 

add-ons during Fall/Winter, Titto’s Spring/Summer 

2020 scarves are light, colourful, airy and the perfect 

addition to your outfit. While the larger scarves are 

ideal for keeping you warm on summer nights once the 

temperatures drop, our smaller, printed silk foulards can 

truly make your outfit. Twist them around your ponytail, 

wear as a bracelet on your wrist, tie around your neck 

for a touch of colour, use them as a belt through the 

loops of your jeans… The options are endless, as 

are our colour and patterns this season. Bright hues, 

beautiful tonal effects, botanical prints, animal prints, 

finished with tassels and beading… If you can’t find a 

scarf that matches at least one favourite summer outfit, 

you should definitely tell us!



166

coral blue

goldbrown



167

leopard flower

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 90 cm

PRESTON € 29



168

white beige

bluepink



169

plain with shiny little flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 70 cm

RAMSGATE € 29



170

pink brown



171

flower

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 190 x 95 cm

REDCAR € 35



172

pink green



173

floral with tessels

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 90 cm

RINGWOOD € 35



174

red blue



175

plain with rainbow

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 190 x 80 cm

RIPON € 35



176

orange limeblue



177

striped with tassels

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 180 X 90 cm

ROMFORD € 35



178

cream bluered



179

springflowers

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 180 x 90 cm

RUGBY € 35



180

yellow red

brownblue



181

plain shaded

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 70 cm

RYDE € 35



182

salmon bluegold



183

tone on tone paisley

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 70 cm

SEAFORD € 35



184

pink silverlilac



185

glitter

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 170 x 60 cm

(germany)

SHEFFIELD € 35



186

off white pink

silverblue



187

structured

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 85 cm

SKEEBY € 39



188

pink silvergold



189

shiny flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 160 x 70 cm

SOHAM € 39



190

beige coral

brownblue



191

plain bicolore

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 190 x 100 cm

SPALDING € 39



192

pink blacklilac



193

plain with ribbon

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 180 x 70 cm

STONE € 39



194

coral blue



195

plain with shiny border

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 67 cm

TELFORD € 39



196

cream corallight pink



197

plain with pearls on 1 length

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 110 cm

TIKHILL € 39



198

yellow pink

silverblue



199

petals

Material: 75% polyester - 25% viscose
Dimensions: 180 x 110 cm

TIPTON € 45



200

red silverlime



201

tone on tone flower

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 190 x 140 cm

TORPOINT € 45



202

mustard pink

terracottablue



203

stripes

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 185 x 135 cm

(germany)

TRING € 49



204

salmon blackpink



205

plain with ribbon

Material: 50% cotton + 50% polyester
Dimensions: 180 x 85 cm

TRURO € 49



206

pink blackblue



207

flowers & insects

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 185 x 135 cm

 UXBRIDGE € 49



208

pink bluelilac



209

plain with pearls

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 200 x 80 cm

VERWOOD € 49



210

red blue



211

cachemire print

Material: 100% silk 
Dimensions: 90 x 90 cm

WARWICK € 89



212

orange bluepink



213

half/half tree

Material: 100% silk
Dimensions: 90 x 90 cm

WEM € 89



214

yellow bluecoral



215

plain with pearl ribbon

Material: 100% viscose
Dimensions: 185 x 100 cm

WIGAN € 99



216

cream greyblue



217

big flower

Material: 100% silk
Dimensions: 110 x 110 cm

WIND € 99
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CONDITIONS

presentation displays, exchanges, delivery,

payment conditions, ...



220

presentation materials S/S 2020

value for free from ...

display
jewels
small

€ 30 ... initial order of € 1.000

display
jewels
large

€ 37,5 ... initial order of € 1.500

combination
display
jewels
small & large

€ 67,50 ... initial order of € 2.000

presentation
bloc
jewels

€ 16,5
... initial order of € 1.000 
    (max. 1/point of sale)
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value for free from ...

display
jewels
small

€ 30 ... initial order of € 1.000

display
jewels
large

€ 37,5 ... initial order of € 1.500

combination
display
jewels
small & large

€ 67,50 ... initial order of € 2.000

presentation
bloc
jewels

€ 16,5
... initial order of € 1.000 
    (max. 1/point of sale)

presentation materials S/S 2020

bag
jewels

€ 0,75
according to number of
ordered necklaces

bag
scarves

€ 0,50
according to number of
ordered scarves

catalog € 8

1 catalog / customer

2 from an initial order
of € 1.000

leaflet
(25 /package)

€ 4
per 50 pieces ordered:
1 package

cardboard
(2 pieces)

€ 5 2 per customer

value number
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CONDITIONS EXCHANGE

- The exchange applies to jewelery – scarves are not exchanged

- Up to 30% of the value of the initial order can be exchanged

- Jewelery can be exchanged for jewelery (and not for scarves)

- The exchange option exists for every customer who placed an initial order 
             of at least 1.500 euros per point of sale

- The final date on which an exchange is possible, is:
    -> October 15th for the winter collection
    -> April 15th for the summer collection

- You can exchange once a season

- In case of unpaid invoices, the possibility of exchange will lapse

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Franco delivery:
  - deliveries are free from an order of 4 pieces
  - for an order of less than 4 pieces, the postage costs are 10 euros

- Payment conditions:
  - discount for cash: 2% (within 10 days)
  - payment term: 30 days end of month

- Catalog: 
             the new catalog will be delivered together with the delivery of the collection

- Campaign images:
  - the campaign images will be available online:  
    http://www.despiegelaere.be from mid November / May  
  - if you need them earlier, they can also be sent by e-mail
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Titto
Nieuwe Abelestraat 20
B - 8800 Roeselare
+ 32 51 23 29 00
titto.be
info@despiegelaere.be

—
collection & photography by Sandra Buyck

thanks to Canal Vilvoorde - Maria-Theresialaan 47 - 1800 Vilvoorde for the location
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